A Take Home Closed Book 30 Minute True/False Quiz

Name: ___________________________ Sec: ____________
True or False

1. To plot Height vs Weight, means the Height variable uses the vertical axis.
2. The scilab plot(Height,Weight) puts the Height variable on the vertical axis.
3. Markers without connecting lines are often used when plotting data such Height vs Weight.
4. Markers with connecting lines are often used when plotting functions such as $y = x^2 + 7$.
5. In plotting the letter b is used for the color black.
6. In plotting the letter c is used for the circle marker.
7. If we want to $y = f(x)$ for $-2 \leq x \leq 2$, then x=-2:2 would give enough points make the plot smooth.
8. One uses the tlabel command to label the t-axis.
9. The subplot command changes where earlier plots are drawn.
10. To put the legend in the lower left hand corner one ends the legend(.... ,3).

I have obeyed all the rules in doing this quiz.

Signed ___________________________ Date ___________________________

The quiz took me ____________ minutes to complete.